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NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIOUS : Item 9.4 of the Agenda (Documents EB21/Ó3 and 
EB2l/NG0/l-4)(continued from the ninth meeting, section 9) 

Consideration of Applications for Official Relations: Item of the Agenda (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN called upon Dr Díaz-Ooller, Chairman of the Standing Committee on 

Non-government al Organizations^ to answer points that had bean raised at the Board
1

 s 

ninth meeting
t 

Dr DÍAZ-СОШЖ observed that, before coming to specific points, he would like to 

give an idea of the background to the question of the admission of non-govermental 

organizations into official relationship with W D . It was tally recognized that no 

lasting progress in health work could be aohieved without a simultaneous endeavour to 

eduoat© the public in health matters. That task was so vast that ШО alone could not 

claim to cope with it* Again, governmental health authorities were often too short of 

trained technical staff and funds to carry out effective measures in health education. 

Hence, the co-operation of non-governmental organizations was riot only desirable but 

absolutely essential ( document EB21/NG0/4, page 1)
# 

Apart from that useful aspect, the type of oo-op©ration between WHO and the non-

governmental organizations might be classified under three main headings: 

(a) where a non-governmental orgfinization performed some activity, generally at 

the request of the Organization, which contributed to the discharge of WHO
1

 s 

responsibilities ; 

(b) where there was mutual assistance in the preparations for specific meetings j and 

(c) where a non-governmenta1 organization gave publicity to WHO'S work 

(document EB21/NG0/4, pages 3 and 4)• 

Dr Togha had asked for farther information on sports medicine
 #
 H© would draw 

his attention to document EB21/61, distributed several days previously, where it was 
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stated, inter alia, that nowadays tir e traditional modes of living were undergoing rapid 

г 

change as a result of industrialization^, mechanization and especially automation. The 

physical effort involved in all human occupations vas sharply declining. At the same 

time the situation in regard to the incidence of many diseases had. radically changed
 0 

Statistical studies had shoîm that certain coronary heart diseases were boconing more 

frequent and also caning to constitite the most canmon cause of death in population 

groups of sedentary occt^rtion, С nsequently^ physical work sesmed to have beccxae ш 

Important piiblic -health factor, and various aspects of that factor as operating in 

i>resent^3ay society vero vorthy of careful study. 

Parallel with industrian zatio；；, more and more of the world ta population were 

beginning to participate actively in various forms of sport as a aeons of satisfying an 

instinctive urge for motion in man. A ntnriber of known medical problems were associated 

vith sports and athletics, as for Instance the inflnence of such activities an- -health, 

incluâlng mental health, and longevity, Public health was also concerned vith tho 

prevention of accidents occurring in sports activities, 

Some of the points raised at the ninth, meeting might be accounted for by the fact 

that seme members of the Board had apparently not received the relevant documentation on 

non-governmental organizations (documents EB2l/NG0/l
;
 2 and 3). He understood that the 

documents in question had been despatched to the Board members in October 19У7, "but in 

at least two cases, he was Informed, they had. not reached their destination» 

Full information on the Fédération Internationale de Médecine Sportive was given 

in document EB2l/NG0/5. Consideration of the first request of the Fédération for 

official relationship in 19扛8 had been deferred pending the receipt of further infor-

mation on its develpjment. A subsequent coramunication frcrn its Secretary -General, 
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putting forward material reasons for reconsideration of the request, was reproduced in 

the document, as well as the relevant part of the debates of the Committee on Programe 

and Budget of the Ninth World Health Assembly on medicine as related to sport, The 

trend' of that dlscussim had been favourable to the admission of the Fédération into 

official relationship with WHO. The Standing Committee ,in its consideration of the 

applicat ion, had given veight to developments over the past decade in regard to the 

influence of sport on health in general, and in part icular oa. mental heal th . Л further 

decis ive feature, in reaching I t s decision had been the interes t shown Ъу the Governnents 

of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden in the inclusion of sports medicine in WHO's 

progranaae of work. 

The Standing Canmiittee's recommendation in regard to the International Union of 

Local Authorities had been based chiefIjr on the nature anâ ccmpositim of that body, and 

on i t s public health a c t i v i t i e s . The Union was composed of national associat ions of 

local authorities and individual local authorities. Its general purposes were to 

promote local autonomy； to contribute towards the Improvement of - local administration
; 

to study questions concerning the life and activities of local authorities and the 

welfare of the citizens¡ and to promote the idea of the participation of the population 

in civic affairs. While those purposes might be Considered of marginal interest to WHO, 

a fac tor of importance was that the Union haâ set up a public health ccmmittee early in 

1957, following the mèeting of a study group under the auspices of the Beglonal Office 

for Europe, The ccmmittee In question had already started a preliminary investigation 

on aspects of public health and environmental sanitation which vere of concern to local 

authorities. 
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By reason of the fact
;
 too, that the Segional Office for Europe and the Union had 

already collaborated in the holding of a joint meeting，the Union met one of the criteria 

he had mentioned above for admission into relationship• Another factor influencing the 

Standing Committee i s decision had been that the Union, according to a member of the 

Executive Board，had vide opportunities fcá、publicizing s vork. 

So Ша fact，麵它 îxa ЬаЛ not received, the rele^aat docmentetion accounted for 

Dr Jafar1s question^ at the ninli meeting, on the Interna/tioral Fertility Association, 

The Head Office of that association was in Buenos Aires j it woolâ Ъе seen from document 

EB2l/liG0/l that It haâ a wide representation througjiout the world c Its general pixrposes 

included i unificatim anâ orientât!c*ri of sterility stries ； and promotion of scientific 

research inte involmtery ccn^ugal sterility, re girdle s s of frontiers, To that end the 

Association organized thi"ee-«yeax'l7 intsraational congresses in various parts of the 

world^ "bringing together its m̂ sibere ùzé others interested in the ptrebXems of sterility. 

The Bp¿r<3 тготДЛ no doubt Ъе iaterested to know that th© aeafcere of the Association were 

mostly vell-Jmcro gynaecologists^ thus giving good groimcls for regarding it as a ' 

reputable body, ！ T h e secoalary fixncticas of the Association were cet out on page 5 of 

document ЕБ21/Ш)/:Ц and its backgroiiad. history on page J
a 

The factors influencing the Standing Committee in reccmmeuding the Organizationîs 

admission into relations included: its reputable meiabership (document E321/NG0/I, 

pages 5 aod 6); and. its importa,nt work on the mental health an<3 other public health, 

aspect日 of involuntary conjugal sterility. 
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He called, the Board
J

s attention to the list of non-govermental organizations vhich 

had applied for official relations and vhich were not in official relations with WHO, as 

distributed by the D ir ec t or -General for the information of the members (document 

EB21/WP/15), In each case the relevant reason for postponing or refusing applications 

was given and he enumerated one or two examples • 

The working principles governing the admission of non -governmental organizations 

into relations with WHO (Basic Documents
}
 8th edition, po.ge 66) had been given due weight 

Ъу the Standing Committee in the discharge of its fuactions, For all the reasons he 

had enmerated^ the Standing Ccmuittee had decided to recommend that the International 

Fertility Association, the International Union of Lonal Authorities, and the Fédération 

Internationale de Médecine Sportive Ъе admitted into official relations vith rt 

submitted a âraft resolution in that sense for the Boardîs consideration^ 

The СБДТЕЩК thanked Br DÍaz-Coller for the information he had given ； he invi七eâ 

the Deputy Director-General to answer the point raised about the non-receipt of docmen-
- • 

tation for the Board^s session
c 

Dr DOBOLLE, Deputy Direct or -General, dbserveâ that it had Ъееп with seme surprise 

and much regret that the Secretariat had heard of the non-arrival of certain documentât!or 

sent out in advance to the Board's members
 e
 According to the records Of the United 

Nations Distribution Service л Vhich also served Ш0 as a part of the common services 

at the Palais des Nations - documents EB21/NG0/1， 2 and 5 had been received for dispatch 

on ЗЛ October I957, with the request that they Ъе sent off not later than 18 October
e 

The documents had eventually been dispatched a few days late on 25 October 1957î by 
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registered printed matter airmail to Dr Hafez Amin, Dr Baquerizo, Dr El-Chatti, 

Dr Faquiri, Dr Hyde, Dr Jafar, Dr Lakshmaaan, Dr Metcalfe, Dr Moore, Dr Regala, 

Dr Siri, Dr Togba and Dr Zozayaj and Ъу registered printed matter surface mail to 

Professor Canaperia, Sir John Charles, Professor Pesonen and Dr da Silva Travassos. 

The Secretariat would be glad to know which of the members namod had not received 

those documents in order that the United Nations Distribution Service might take the 

• necessary steps t© institute iaquiries. 

о . 

Dr SIRI stated that he had received the documents in question and. had found them 

of use in connexion with the request of the International Fertility Association for 

admission into official relations with W œ . The President of the Association, the 

headquarters of which were in Buenos Aires, had taken occasion to give him some 

specific information on the Association's work, as well as passing on to him. a number 

of its publications. 

Dr TOGBA asked whether he could have some clarification of the relationship 

between the proposal of Denmark, Norway and Sweden to the effect that WHO should 

include sports medicine in its programme of work and the recommendation of the 

Standing Committee that tbe Fédération Internationale Médecine Sportive be admitted 

into official relations. 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, said it was mere coincidence that the two 

matters were on the agenda of the same meeting of the Board. There was no direct 

relationship between the two. 

Decision: The draft résolution recommended by the Standing Committee on Non-
governmental Organiziations in section 1 of its report (document EB21/63) was 
unanimously adopted (see resolution EB21,R30)« 
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Biennial Review of N on -feove r nment a 1 Organizations in Official Relations with "WHO: 
Item 9 人 2 of the Agenda 

Dr DÍAZ-^COLLER stated that the Standing Committee had further examined the information 

made available by the Director-General on the question of the biennial review of non-

governmental organizations in official relations with WHO (document EB2l/liGO/4) • On the 

-basis jjr^Qrm^ on
 l
 tbp ^ “

1

 il?¿©cided to -ecommend to tJj^JBoard 

the resolution in section 2 of its report. 

Decision: The draft resolution in section 2 of the Committee
1

 s report was 
unanimously adopted (see resolution EB21.R31)• 

Dr DIAZ-COLLER stated that the Standing Coimnittee, in the course of its biennial 

review of the relations with the forty-three non-governmental organizations in official 

relations with WHO, had come to the conclusion that at the present stage of the 

Organization
1

 s development a period of two years for such a review appeared to be too 

short for any long-term appreciation of the co-operation thus maintained. No 

、gi gni f i >cant>- ̂  de valopmeixts oould necessarily be Bxpected within such a period* Earther— 

more, in view of the diversity of the aims, structures, methods of work and actôvxties 

of those non-governmental organizations, and their inter-rela±JudrL№th, the work of WHO, 

a longer period would make it easier to formulate ал opinion on the part played by each 

of them in the Organization's activities - an essential factor for determining, in each 

individual case, the desirability of maintaining official relations• 

The Committee had also taken into consideration the fact that the non-governmental 

organizations, at each review, supplied a substantial amount of information. While 

appreciating the co-operative spirit thus shown, the Committee had realized that the 

practice constituted an unnecessary burden on the voluntary organizations when 
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reviewed； every second year. It accordingly believed that th6 period of review should 

be lengthened and suggested as suitable a review every four years. In section 3 of its 

report it had recommended a resolution in that sense. 

Decision: The Board adopted the draft resolution proposed in section 3 of the 
Coiraiiittee 's report ( see resolution EB21.R32). 

Statement by the Representative of the VJorld Veterans Federation 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed Mr Guicharnaud, representative of the World Veterans 

Federation, who was in attendance at the meeting, and invited him to make a statement. 

Mr GUICHARNAUD (World Veterans Federation) expressed the appreciation of the 

Federation for the interest shown in its work by the Executive Board in admitting it 

to official relations with ШО 9 From the time it was granted official status, the 

Federation had made every endeavour to collaborate actively in programmes of joint 

interest. To that end, it had been represented at World Health Assemblies and 

meetings of the Executive Board, as well as at the meetings of the Regional Committee 

for Europe. "WHO, for its part, had sent a representative to the Federation
1

 s General 

Assemblies and to a conference on Asiatic affairs held in Geneva in April 1957. 

In the sphere of technical assistance, the Federation had helped in the drawing up 

and execution of national programmes on rehabilitation and health education, in 

collaboration with the United Nations and the specialized agencies. It regarded WHO 

as the co-ordinating agency for all medical work in those programmes. Again, in 

collaboration with the United Nations
 9
 the Federation maintained experts in a number of 

countries, including an orthopaedic surgeon and a nurse working in Indonesia, and 
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physiotherapists in Bombay and in E g y p t e The Federation hoped it would be possible 

. /
 t

 \ 
for WHO tp take an active and direct part in the execution of the prograimiiesin question 

The two organizations had also collaborated in certain conferences and study 
； . . . \ 

groups о One of the most recent examples had been a study group on irehabilitation for 

countries of Asia and the Far East^ which had been held in Indonesia in'.August and 

September 1957. About the same time^ a study group on the vocational Rehabilitation 

of the tuberculous had taken place in France
 e 

The Federation welcomed with great satisfaction the .scheduled meeting in 1953 of 

à ШЮ committee of experts on medical r eh abilit a ti on
 9
 In accordance with the 

expressed wishes of the Federation^ s last General Assembly^ held in Berlin, in October 

and November 1957/ the Secretariat of the Federation would be giad to offer its help 

and collaboration to "WHO in implementing any recommendations trhat might come out of 
r • ‘ 

the meeting. It was itself organizing a
;
 meeting ôf experts in 1958 on medical, 

• ‘ ! ；！ 

vocational and social rehabilitation of the brain-injured厂他ich would take place in 

June: in Helsinki, Finland, and would welcome WIO
1

 s help in' that efforts 

fxi conclusion, he hoped that the continuance of .official relations between the 

two bodies would expand and grow in the futur e»
 1 

The CHAIRMAN^ thanking Mr ; Quichamaud, remarked
 :
thjtt

;

 the Board was acquainted 
* \ ‘ ‘ ： * 

. . . . • ’： • ？ 
•with the very active work of the World Veterans Federation on rehabilitation and of 

its close collaboration in the ШЮ activities on that subject
e 
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i 
2. JOINT то/шо EXPEBT COMMUTEE OUT BRUCELLOSIS : THIRD REPORT ： 

Item 5 of the Supplementary Agenda (Document EB2l/3l) 

The CHAIRMAN invited Dr Kaul to introduce the report. 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, stated that 

tbe refport tajder review gave ал account of the vork of the Joint Committee at its 

third session. The report on the firet session, held, in 1950 (Technical Beport 

Series Ко. 57).，bad dealt with the general problems in human and aniioal brucell<®is 

'throughout; the world.. Among other conclus ions, it stressed the need for obtaining 

greater uniformity in laboratory procedures for the diagnosis and typing of Brucella, 

and gave a detailed analysie of human therapy and methods for the control of the 

disease in animals. 

At its second sessioa,in 1952， the Joint Committee had reviewed the progress made 

in.-the two previous years, as well as the activities of the Joint FAO/WHO Brucellosis 

Centres that had been set up in different parts of the world (Technical Beport? Series 

No. 67) • 

At its third session； held efter a lapse of five years in.1957 immediately 

following the Inter-American Congress on Brucellosis^ the Joint Committee
;
 in its 

report^ had brought up jto date the data on human therapy, and included reference to 

means of iimimization of population groups highly exposed to the disease • Advances 

in laboratory procedures for the diagnosis and typing of Brucella had also been 

reviewed and a number of recommendations made.
 ч 

Particular attention had been paid in the report to Br, melitensis infection in 

sheep and goats
}
 which cpnstituted the greatest danger from the standpoint of trans-

mission of the disease to humana . The research carried out at the instance of FAO and 
• • 

3

 To be jyubllahed 1л the Technical Report Series 
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WHO in the past five years on that matter had been reviewed. The pathology of the 

disease in sheep and goats was still imperfectly understood• 

The Joint Committee re commended that certain selected vaccines，which had shown 

promise in control laboratory experiments^ should be subjected to field trial. FAO and 

WHO were already making joint plans for carrying out the trial in selected countries. 

Lastly^ the Joint Committee had carefully reviewed the vork of the joint "brucellosis 

centres and recommended that their activities should be continued, for the next few. 

years at least. A summary of the work of the centres would be found in the ozmex to 
V - ‘ 

the report. 

The CHAIRMAK invited Dr Aybroyd of УА0 to make a statement. 

Dr AIKROÏD (Food and Agriculture Organization) stated that the work of the Joint 

Expert Committee on Brucellosis represented an lnportant area of collaboration between 

M O and WHO. The collaborative efforts of the two organizations on the subject bad 

begun in 1950 and had Ъееп steadily maintained ever since. The work on brucellosis had 

been greatly assisted Ъу the fifteen joint centres that were now functioning in differerit 

parts of the world
;
 as would be seen from the summary of their work giyen in Annex 1 

to the report. 

Since the second session of the Joint Conmittee in 1952, emphasis In the work had 

been laid on the problem of Br. melltensis in sheep and goats. FAO, in collaboration 

with WHO, had sponsored both research and field work, the object of vhich vas to enlarge 

the knowledge of diagnostic methods and means of controlling the infection. That form 

of brucellosis was a eerious economic and public health problem in many countries, and 

more especially in parts of the Eastern Mediterranean and Latin America. During the 

past five years, FAO had allocated considerable funds, as well as staff^ for study of 

the problem, directed more especially to the developnent of a suitable vaccine. Those 
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studies had been carried out principally in the joint brucellosis centres in the 

United Kingdom and Tunisia，and in the United States of America) at BerkeleyCalifornia
0 

FAO took satisfaction in the fact that； as a result of that work； promis ing 

vaccines had been developed and viere now ready for field trial. That opened the 

prospect for an effective attack on the disease in the economically less developed 

countries
;
 which up to now had Ъееп unable to make any appreciable progress towards 

eliminating the problem• 

He would add that the two organizations vere also working jointly on milk hygiene； 

the satisfactory control of brucellosis vas closely connected vith the quantity and 

quality oí the milk supply. The action to secure an improvement of the milk supply 

throughout the war Id j both in quantity and in qualityconstituted one of FAO
T

s most 

iuçortant interests, 

A further joint activity scheduled for I958 vas the 華 t i n g of a joint expert 

committee on zoonoses^ to consider some of the other problems in zoonoses of interest 

to t}ie work of both organizations • Joint efforts in that particular field were already 

established on a contii'ming basis and FAO looked forward with satisfaction to further 

close collaboration in the future. 

Dr SIRI observed that the Board had listened vith great interest to the information 

given by Dr Aykroyd regarding the effective and fruitful collaboration "i^etveen FAO and 

WHO. The Regional Director for the «Americas had spoken to the Board at an earlier 

meeting on the subject of bruce 1 los is and in particular had referred to the studies in 

progress at the present time at the Pan American Zoonoses Centre； he had mentioned in 

that connexion the possibility of col lab or at ion between WHO and FAO. For his own 

information and as a matter of general interest to the other members
 ;
 he vould like to 

know what specific steps were envisaged to make the collaboration between the two 
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organizat.ions ̂ effective iix the matter of the work of the Pan American Centre and in 

the utilization of its services• 

The Board would recall that the Centre was located in a stock-raising area where 

brucellosis constituted one of the most important of the zoonoses found. He was sure, 

too, that in referring to Latin America, Dr Aykroyd had had in mind the widespread 

nature of that disease throughout South America, 

What he would like to knov was whether any concrete steps were being taken to 

co-ordinate tbe work of the tvo organizations in order to make fuller use of the Pan 

American Zoonoses Ceatre and its potentialities. 

Professor CANAPERIA said he had noted vith great interest the efforts of WHO and 

FAO to develop a satisfactory vaccine for immunization of man against brucellosis. 

The development of such a vaccine was of tremendous importance and had so far proved 

a most intractable problem. In that connexion, he vondered whether research workers 

had been able to develop methods for distinguishing between the natural antibodies of 

the disease and the antibodies produced by vaccine in animals. He vould like to have 

some information on any advances in that direction that had been made. 

To some extent the report under review incorporated relevant material from the two 

previous reports . Ее accordingly wondered whether WHO could not publish in one volume 

the main items of all three reports
>
 so as to provide a full picture of the work as a 

whole and eliminate the need for referring to the earlier reports
 # 

Dr KAUL， answering the points raised^ stated that the co-operation instituted 

between FAO and WHO in regard to brucellosis was working satisfactorily both in field 

activities and research Ъу the joint brucellosis centres
 #
 The Pan American Zoonoses 

Centre in Argentina vas already closely associated with WHO in this vork and co-operation 

vould Ъе maintained in any nov activities to Ъе undertaken Ъу the Centre. 
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He vas not sure that he had understood Professor Canaperia's intention in regard 

to the Joint Committee's reports, The third report purported to liring up to date the 

"body of knowledge on the subject and was complete In itself. The earlier reports 

merely covered the situation up to the time of their preparation. 

Dr EAFLAN, Chief, Veterinary Public Health Section, eaid the q,ueetl<»i of 

differentiating Ъв_еп antibodies due to vaccine and those due to n&tairal Infection 

had been a coosta&t preoccupation In the vork on brucellosis. Vo cûMoluteljr reliable 

techniques had ae yet been developed in respeet of bovine brueelloet»fvbere the vaccine 

used vas the living Streia X9. Certain teste on шШс vhey served to give «ошв 

lndle&tlon； the reaetion erf an meámx to tbo«* teste vould Ъе poeltl1« Sa aoet 

instances vhere a natural infeotion игая pnieeat. Bosearcb on tb» prc^lea wae still 

continuing^ and there vere hopes that reliable techniques vould shortly be evolved. 

The difficulty of incorporating previous findings in their latest repwte was one 

that vas met by all expert committees engaged In continuing work. The Joint Committee 

had made every efifort to make Its third report self-contained} however, it vas Intended, 

to attempt to produce In a single report a comprehensive reviev of the whole subject at 

the next meeting of the Joint Committee. 

Dr SIRI said that it would appear from Dr Saul 's remarks that no specific steps 

vere ccaatemplated for co-ordinating the work on ЪгисеНов is or for closer collaboration 

in that work with the Pan American Zoonoses Centre. The fact that the Centre had 

been in operation for one year only might partly account for the lack of action； but 

there had still been time, he thought, for considering what steps should Ъе taken in 

th© matter. 
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There vere economic and social implications of importance in all the zoonoses, 

and their repercussion on the standards of living and health of under-developed peoples
д 

such as vere found in some part日 of Latin America,was well-known. Bruce 11 osis itself 

was very widespread throughout South America and was the cause of substantial eccmomic 

loss to the stock-breeding industry. It was therefore not unreasonable to ask that 

WHO should take all the necessary steps to establish close collaboration with the 

Pan American Centre in its work on brucellosis, so as to make the best use of the 

excellent technical facilities it offered. 

Professor CANAF1BIA thanked Dr Kaul and Dr Kaplan for the infoimation they had 

. . . • . . • .. / / ‘ . , ‘ ： •• ..... 
given. He had one additional question to ask: had any evidence been forthcoming in 

laboratory research that would support the hope that vaccination of humans with Strain 

19 might Ъе effective In areas vhere tbe disease vas rife? 

Dr KAPLAN stated that WHO was encouraging research on a killed vaccine for 

immunization of man against brucellosis. A living vaccine had been widely used in 

the Soviet Union, where several million persons had been vaccinated. WHO had etudied 

the reports issued^ which made great claims for the vaccine
 Ф
 The strain used in that 

vaccine could not be differentiated from the Strain 19, which evidence showed could 

produce severe reaction and illness In humans• In face of that evidence^ the experts 

vere very hesitant to pass a positive Judgement on the vaccine. WHO was already in 

touch, by correspondence, with workers in the Soviet Union, and hoped shortly to arrange 

personal contact so as to get more first-hand information• Tbë Soviet Union was the 

only country in the vorld using such a vaccine. It vas hoped to have a comprehensive 

report on th© subject ready for the next meeting of the Joint Committee. 
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Dr TOGBA asked for some information on the work being carried out by Ш0 on milk 

pasteurization. Was world-wide acceptance of pasteurization instead of the grading 

of milk imminent？ He was asking for that information because he noted that the Joint 

Conmiittee mentioned research on the transmission of brucellosis to humans through 

pasteurized milk. 

Dr KAPLAN stated that the Expert Committee on Milk Hygiene had very strongly 

condemned the use of unpasteurized milk. In the past UNICEF, in collaboration with 

РАО and WHO, had assisted a number of countries in installing pasteurization plants, 

so as to obviate the need for the existing custom of selling raw milk for human 

consumption. The custom of grading milk w&s becoming increasingly limited in extent^ 

where it was still carried out, it was for local economic purposes• 

WHO's general objective was to encourage the production of heat-treated milk 

(sterilized or pasteurized), as a means of eliminating the transmission of certain 

diseases through milk (paragraph 5 of the report)• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, noting that Dr Siri was not entirely satisfied with Dr Kaul»s 

answer, stated that any blame there might be for lack of co-operation between РЛО and 

"WHO with regard to the Pan «American Zoonoses Centre lay with WHO. The Secretariat 

was engaged in studying ways and means whereby that centre might work in closer 

co-operation with FAD* 

Decision: The Board adopted a resolution noting the third report of the 
Joint РАО/ШО Expert Cpmmittee on Brucellosis, thanking the members of the 
Committee and expressing appreciation to FAO, and authorizing publication 
of the report (see resolution EB21.R29). 
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Dr METCALFE vî.Bhecl to rai«e a general point on expert committee reports . He 

一 一 ‘ * 

would like to know the specific object of submitting those reports to the Board. 

The intention seemed to be that the Board should note the reports and authorize their 

publication. The general diseussions that took place on the subject matter merely 

took up time without adding anything to the expert opinions reproduced in the reports. 

The CHAIRMAN Invited comments on the point raised by Dr Metcalfe• 

Dr DÍAZ-COLIiEE "believed that, In order to authorize publication, the Board vas 

obliged under the regulations on expert committees to ¿iscuss and approve the reports. 

The cb.ject of such discussions was simply to ascertain vbsther the reports contained 

general principles of public health administration and not purely technical opinions. 

The me nib er s of the Board were not in general qualified to pass judgement on all the 

vide variety of technical matters dealt with Ъу expert committees. Moreover
;
 most 

of the Eoard inemoers received the documentation too late to give time for consultation 

with their national experts. On the other hand, the general principles of public 

health administrât ion definitely came vithin the Board's purviev and it should continue 

to ensure that the expert committee reports reflected broad views and the policy of 

the Organization. He accordingly favoured maintenance of the present procedure as 

e nt ire ly appr opr iate . 

The CHAIRMM^ relinquishing the chairmanship to Dr El-Chatti，conveyed his thanks 

and appreciation to the members for the tolerance shown to him in his conduct of the 

proceedings. 
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Dr El-Chatti then took the chair. 

3. EXPERT С0Ш1ТТЕЕ ON THE INTERNATIONAL НШМДСОП: FIFTEENTH REPORT: 
Item 4 of the Supplementary Agenda (Document EB21/59) 

Dr ТШШШШЗ̂  Assistant Director-General, Department of Central Technical Services, 

said that the main topics examined by the Expert Committee in its fifteenth report had 

been: the monographs to be included in the supplement to Volumes I and II of the 

Pharmaoopoea Int e m a t i onali s in the light of various comments receivedj specifications 

for reagents j problems arising from the rapidly increasing number of new pharmaceutical 

preparations being placed on the market and the possibility of publishing individual 

specifications as rapidly as possible and makiàg them available to public health 

authorities and pharmacopoeia commissions etc. without waiting for publication of the 

Pharmaoopoea Int e m a t i onali s itself, which appeared at long intervals 5 and finally 

problems connected with the second edition of the Pharmaoopoea Internationalis• 

The CHAIRMAN, observing that the Expert Coranitte©
!

s report would not be published 

since the material would be included in the Pharmaoopoea Internationalis, proposed the 

following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board 

1. NOTES the fifteenth report of the Expert Committee on the 
International Pharmacopoeia; and 

2. THANKS the members of the Expert Committee for their work. 

Dr Hafez AMIN asked what decision had been reached, if any, on the important questions 

of publishing separately specifications of new pharmaceuticals as quickly as possible 

after their appearance on the market• 
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Dr ТЗСШЕЕШЖ replied that the question was under study as he had indicated. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (see resolution EB21
#
R33)； 

Л. INCLUSION OF SPORTS MEDICINE IN THS PROGH/ШМЕ OF WHO (ITEM PROPOSED BY THE 
GOVSRNMENTS OF Ш1ШКК, FINIA®, NORWAY AI© SWEDEN): Item 7 of the Supplementary 
Agenda (Document EB21/él) 

Dr KAUL, explaining the background to the proposal by the Governments of Denmark, 

Finland， Norway and Sweden (document EB21/61)
>
 said that a similar proposal on physical 

training had been put forward by Bulgaria at the First World Health Assembly. Sub-

sequently the Executive Board had adopted the Director-General
1

 s proposal to continue 

the collection of scientific information on physical training from appropriate sources, 

including governments and coTiçetent ron-governmental organizations, with a view to the 

possible integration of the subject into the Organization
1

 s programrae for 1950. At 

its third session, the Board had noted the progress made in the collection of informtion 

and had decided to place the item on the agenda of the Second World Health Assembly, 

which, in its turn, had requested the Director-General to proceed with the collection 

of information and to hold consultations with experts with a view to submitting a 

programme to the subsequent Health Assembly, The latter, after studying the information 

submitted, had asked the Director-General to postpone further action on a. programme 

in the field of physical trainirg (resolution WHA3t32)# Since then no further discussions 

had taken place except that the Expert Committee on School Health Services, which had 

met in 1950, had indicated in its report (Technical Report Series No. 30) that the 

physical education of children of school age "contributes to better growth and physical 

development, offers an outlet to the children
1

 s urge to muscular activity, helps to 

promote muscular co-ordination and good posture, and to pq>rove general physical fitness"• 
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Now that the Fédération Internationale de Médecine Sportive had been admitted to 

official relationship with Ш0, some information could be expected from that federation 

as part of th© normal exchange requirements. 

Th© CHAIRMAN found the proposal a most interesting ойе because of the intimate 

relationships between health and physical education. 

Professor PESONEN confirmed that it was a pur© coincidence that th© Fédération 

Internationale d© Médecine Sportive had applied for official relationship with WHO at 

th© same time as the submission of the present proposal. He reminded members of the 

objective laid down in Article 1 of the Constitution and of the principle in its preamble 

that "health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely 

the absence of disease or infirmity"
#
 Gymnastics and physical exercises were one 

of the best methods of attaining and preserving a state of health and were widely-

practised in most schools throughout the world, the emphasis now having veered more 

towards outdoor games and athletics. On leaving school, young people still remained 

interested in sport, as were also adults and the elderly. Sport satisfied th© human 

instinctive desire for motion, was extremely important for mental health, and was one of 

th© methods used for treating the mentally ill. It deserved particular attention in 

the modern world, where certain diseases were found to be most common in those occupations 

requiring the least physical effort. It also had a bearing on various medical problems 

such as those associated with longevity and the prevention of accidents. Sports 

medicine was developing into an accepted branch of medicine and many aspects of it 

were already under continuous study in numerous research institutes throughout the 

world. Several countries were publishing periodicals on the subject. There was clearly 
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room for WHO to give a l e M in stimulating and guiding .research and seeing that its 

results were applied, A oonçrahonsive study of the subject demanded close co-operation 

between the Organization and the institutions concorned, since sports medicine 

represented a new approach to thé problem of promoting public health and resoarch on it 

could yield results with widespread implications for an increasingly industrialized 

society. 

The problem had been raised in the Committee on Programme and Budget 'at the Ninth 

World Health Assembly by Dr Mellbye of Norway, who had referred to the гесогшш ndat ion, 

made by the conference on sport and health held in connexion with the Winter OXyirpic 

Gaines in 1952，that WHO should convene a expert committee to analyse tho health aspects 

of sport. He had pointed out that the number of people engaged in sports of various 

kinds was increasing to such an extent that it was beginning to influence the health 

of entire populations, but that in his country
1

 s esçperience the influence was not always 

beneficial• On that same occasion. Professor Canaperia had said that public health 

administrators might well pay more attention to tho subject and had supported the 

delegate of Norway. Dr Hyde had suggested that, as the importance of the relations 

between sport and medicine would vary from region to region
д
 the subject should first 

be discussed at the regional level. But the fact that all countries took part in the 

Olympic Games seemed to suggest that the problem was of world-wide inçortance. 

He hoped the Board would consider the proposal of the four governments and would 

recommend that an expert coimnittee be convonod to study how sport could assist in 

iiîproving and preserving health, and what could be done to prevent any detrimental 

effects• 
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Professor CANAPERIA, supporting the proposal, warmly endorsed Professor Pesonen's 

remarks and the considerations he had put forward in support of his case. 

If the proposal were accepted, the best prooedure might be to assembly such data 

as was available with the help of the Fédération Internationale and then perhaps to set 

up an expert committee to examine the problem and suggest some guiding lines for 

practical action by Ш0
# 

Dr JAFAR said that the subject was an extremely important on© and was intimately 

related to health problems, but it required careful examination. Personally, he would 

wish to know with far greater precision exactly what the authors of the proposal had had 

in mind. Generally speaking, projects undertaken by WHO involved its providing advice 

and arranging for supplies, through UNICEF, He therefore felt that the Board should 

consider what positive steps were envisaged rather than the theoretical aspects of the 

matter• 

Dr METCALFE expressed some alarm at the proposal. The benefits of physical education 

for the young were well-known but he wondered precisely what was meant by "sports 

medicine"• He presumed that it must be the physiological study of the effect of sports 

on health. The Fédération International© de Médecine Sportive had just been admitted 

to official relationship with "WHO, and perhaps it would be prudent to ascertain what 

could be done by that body before WHO undertook anything definite, 

Dr REGALâ said that, although almost entirely ignorant of the subject, he could 

appreciate from Professor Pesonen
1

s statement the positive contribution sport could 

make to health, as well as the risks it might entail. He wondered whether some of the 

medical and public health problems involved were not already being examined in the 
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context of other projects. He had in mind, for example
#
 those relating tc the 

prevention of accidents and to mental health. 

Dr MOORE associated himself with Dr Metcalfe
1

s remarks. 

The CHAIRMAN> observing that it appeared to be the Boardls wish that the 

Di re ctor-General should study the problem and report to the Board, suggested the 

following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board 

Noting the proposal made by Denmark, Finland^ Norway, and Sweden for the 
inclusion of sports medicine in the programme of WHO; arid 

Noting that a proposal on physical training has been considered by previous 
Health Assemblies and Executive Board sessions, and that the Third World Health 
Assembly requested the Director-General to postpone further action in the 
establishment of a programme in the field of physical training, 

REQUESTS the Director-General: 

(a) to imdertake a study on the nature of the programme that can be developed 
in this field in the light of the discussion which took place in the Board; 

(b) to submit a preliminary report to the Eleventh World Health Assembly• 

Dr JAPAR said that before entrusting such a considerable task to the Director-

General the Board must have a clearer picture of the kind of programme envisaged. 

Professor PESONEN said that, as a first step, the Director-General would need the 

help of experts and more detailed information on what was already being done* 

Dr ЖГСАЬЕЕ asked whether the draft resolution implied that the Director-General 

was authorized to convene an expert committee. 
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The СНШШШ said i t did not. He asked Dr J a f a r whether he had ацу def in i te 

proposal to make, 

Dr JAFAR said that he was not in a position to make a proposal; all he had sought 

to emphasize was ihé need to know more clearly what the authors of the proposal were 

contemplating. Hitherto physical education had been the responsibility of inlnietries 

of educaticn and governments had
¿
 in sane instances

f
 helped with the provision of 

equipment. Was WHO to enter into some cemmitment to supply equipment or not? 

Professor CANAPERIA. said that there appeared to be two alternative courses «f 

action* Either WHO oould help in training programmes for physical t ra ining instructors 

and^ through tîNICEF, with the provisi«® of supplies； or it could study the possibility 

çif： accident prevention and the supervision and. guidance of усузщ pooplc taking up 

spcrt » It should be borne in mind that efforts were sometimes made to improve the 

physical and mental health of oomunities by encouraging sport. The Direetor-General 
r 

m^ght well be asked to study the matter to ascertain what practical role WHO couM play 

and report back to the Health Assembly or the Board. He therefore supported the draft 

resolution. 

Professor PESONEN said that it m s essential first to examine carefuUy what was 

being done by existing organizations and that inquiry would show what had to be done 

and how. 

Dr MOORE said that he could support the draft resolution on the understanding that 

the Director-General would first consult the Fédération Internaticaiale de Médecine 

Sportive and report on the basis of the information obtained to the Assembly or the Board： 

bnt before finally voting in favour of the draft resolution hs would require further 
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in&krnfâtix>n as to whether any expenditure was contemplated, е., tha. convening of an 

expert conunittee, Tihich, i£ proposed: at üig present stage^ he wo\dd oppose « The. subject 

vas fraught with 4iifficrultles ;日one experience of it had been gained ±a Canada,where 

the division of physical education within the Department of Health and Welfare had been 

suppressed^ reinstated^ and was now probably again to be suppressed. 

In view of the urgent needs in other domains ШЮ should exercise great caution 

before embarking on any fresh expenditure. 

Dr HYDE suggested that the Director-General should report to the twenty-third 

session of the Board rather than to the Eleventh Health Assembly, there being so little 

tine for proper study by that date. 

Dr Т0СШ agreed with Dr Moore. I-ihile he had no great objection to the subject 

(•ttiough he would like a ftirther explanation of what type of programme the sponsors had 

in mind), he must emphasize that thare were many more important health problems calling 

for Immediate attention. Funds were limited and he doubted whether any ought to be 

diverted for such subjects as sports medicine, on which non-goveiranental organisations 

could svippOy all tha necessary information. He could not take aiy stand on the draft 

resolution until he had been given more definite information on what was expected from 

ШЮ, 

The СИАШШ observed that the Director-Cfeneral was onljr being asked in the draft 

resolution to study ttie nature of the project. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that, as he understood the draft resolution, he would be 

required, after consultation with the Fédération Internationale de Médecine Sportive, 

some national organizations and perhaps certain governments in whose countries sports 

medicine was more advanced, to consider what kind of programme could be undertaken by 

WHO in this new field and to report to the Asserribly or to the next session of the Boards 

It did not very much matter which, since he presumed the proposal would be put forward 

again at the Eleventh World Health Assembly• In either case the Secretariat would be • 

required to provide some information, the preparation of which would have to begin now, 

as the Board followed immediately upon the Assembly« 

He assured Dr Moore that there was no suggestion in the draft resolution of 

convening an expert committee j any study, however，would inevitably cost money
д
 there 

being no officer at Headquarters at the moment qualified to undertake the task» 

Henoe some direct or indirect expenditure would be unavoidable
é 

Dr da Silva TRAVASSOS believed the Director-General « s study should be comprehensive 

and should embrace physical education as well as sports medicine
t 

Dr KAUL said that it was first necessary to define the scope of the concept of 

sports medicine and whether it included physical education and sports hazards. The 

proposal had only just been received，so that the Director-General had not had time to 

analyse it
4 

• •. • • ” . -

Professor PESONEN^ supporting the draft resolution, pointed out that it proposed 

the usual course of action when broaching an important public health probleiru At all 

events the proposal by the four governments would be submitted again in the Health 

Assembly, 
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Dr JAPAR asked whether Dr Kaul had meant that the scope of the proposal was to be 

defined by the Director-General or by the Board, 

Dr KAUL said that as the Director-General had had no time to prepare any suggestions 

on the extent and scope of the study, he would have appreciated the views of th© Board. 

At the request of Dr Jafar the CHAIRMAN put the draft resolution to the vote. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted by 11 votes to none, 
with 4 abstentions (see resolution EB21,R34)

# 

5, CONFIRMATION OF «AMENDMENTS TO STAFF RULES: . Item 8.9 of the Agenda (Document EB21/40
1

) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

said that the report (document EB21/40) explained the major changes in the further 

implement at i on of the revised system of salaries, allowances and benefits resulting 

from the recommendations of the United Nations Review Committee and also gave several 

minor editorial changes consequential on earlier revisions of substance. The changes 

were submitted to the Board for confirmation in accordance with the provisions of Staff 

Regulation 12.2. 

As explained in the report, the provisions concerning longevity steps which had 

been considered and approved by th© Board at its nineteenth session had not yet been 

implemented because the United Nations General Assembly had decided at its twelfth 

session to authorize two additional steps for grade P3 only, whereas such steps had been 

recommended from grade PI to grade P4 by the executive heads of the specialized agencies• 

1

 Reproduced as Annex 12 to Off, Rec, Wld Hlth Org, 83 
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The Director-General had not altered his view, and for that reason was not willing at 

the present time to implement the General Assembly's decision, which would be studied 

again during the present year and on which a report would subsequently be submitted to 

the Board. 

Professor C/tNiJ^RIA asked what had been the reason for the General Assembly's 

decision, 

Mr SIEGEL said that the Secretary-General of the United Nations had not reoommended 

the solution adopted by the General Aasembly, but had opposed it• The solution had in 

feuct originated in the reoommendation of the Review Committee, which had been supported 

by the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions. The recommendation, 

in the context of the general United Nations system of salary administration, had a 

different meaning for that organization from the meaning it had for the specialized 

agencies • The system recommended by the Review Coirariitte© was based on treatment for 

staff in Grades PI _ P2 and Grades P3 - P4 different from that in WHO, where the Staff 

Rules clearly required differentiation between grades on the basis of duties and 

responsibilities
 #
 One element in the Review Committee

1

 s rec oramendat i on had been that 

Grade PI should only be used for the probationary period, a practice which could not be 

followed in WHO for the reason stated• 

Decision: The Board adopted a resolution confirming the amendments to 
the Staff Rules mad© by the Director-General, and concurring in his 
decision to defer, for the time being, the application of longevity steps 
(see resolution EB21.R35)« 
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6. TRANSFERS BETWEEN SECTIONS OF THE APPROPRIATION RESOLUT工ON POR 1957: 
Item 3.1Д of the Agenda (Document EB21/32) 

Mr SIEGEL explained that, in compliance with Paragraph VI of the Appropriation 

Resolution for 1957, the Director-General had reported in document EB21/32 on the 

transfers of credits between sections which he had been authorized to make following 

correspondence with members of the Board• 

A draft resolution of the kind adopted in the past on the same matter had been 

submitted for the Board's consideration in section 5 of the report. 

Dr JAFAR asked why the estimates had proved so far out as to necessitate transfers 

when th© Board had been assured at its last session by the Director-General that the 

requisite funds were available• 

Mr SIEGEL said he assumed that Dr Jafar was referring to the sums needed to cover 

post -adjustment costs, following the Tenth World Health 厶 ssembly
f

s decision to place 

Geneva in Class 2 for purposes of cost-of-living calculations. Speaking from memory, 

he believed that the Director-General had informed the Board that he would need to obtain 

the necessary sums from the Working Capital Fund, which would be later reimbursed if 

savings were affected during the programme year. That had been done, as indicated in 

the report. 

Decision: The draft resolution in section. 5 of documênt EB21/32 
was adopted (see resolution EB21.R36)• 
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7, TRANSFERS BETWEEN SECTIONS OP THE APPROPRIATION RESOLUTION FOR 1958; 
Item 3pl«2 of the Agenda (Document EB21/24) 

Mr SIEGEL, introducing document EB21/24 concerning the transfers between sections 

of the 1958 Appropriation Resolution, said that since the Tenth World Health Assembly, 

and based on its decision with regard to the post adjustment for Geneva, a number of 

transfers between sections of the Appropriation Resolution had been necessary, and had 

indeed been expected as a result of that decision» These, together with others that 

had proved necessary as a result of decisions on the proposed programme and budget for 

1958, were explained in document EB21/24 and summarized in the table at the end of that 

document• They were submitted to the Board for approval» 

The CHiURMiJJ read out a resolution giving details of the transfers between 

appropriation sections proposed by the Director-General
# 

Decision： The resolution was adopted (see resolution EB21.R37)• 

The meeting rose at 12,30 p^m» 
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1
#
 REPORT OF THE STANDING CCMMI1TEE ON NON^GOVERNMENTAL OBGANIZ胆ONS: 

Item 9Л of the Agenda (Document EB21/65) (continued) 

The CHAJEMAJÜ called upon Dr Diaz-Coller^ Chairman of the Standing Committee^ to 

answer points that had been raised at the Board ' s ninth meeting
 0 

Dr DIAZ -COLLER ̂  Chairman of the Standing Committee on Non -Governmental Organizations， 

observed that, before caning to specific points, he voulâ like to give an idea of the 

background to the question of the admission of non-governmental organizations into 

official relationship vith WHO, It was fully recognized that no lasting progress in 

health vork could be achieved vithout a simultaneous endeavour to educate the public in 

health matters«, That task was so vast that WHO alone could not claim to cope with it. 

Again, governmental health authorities vere often too short of trained technical staff 

and funds to carry out effective measures in health education
0
 Hence, the co-operation 

of non-governmental organizations vas not only desirable but absolutely essential 

(document EB21/NG0/、page 1). 

Apart frcra that useful aspect^ the type of co-operation between WHO and the non-

governmental organizations might be classified under three main headings: 

(a) where a non-governmental organization performed some activity, generally at 

the request of the Organization^ which contributed to the discharge of WHO^s 

responsibilities； 

(b) -where there was mutual assistance in the preparations for specific 

meetings； and 

(c) where a non-goverrmental organization gave publicity to "WHO^s vork 

(document ЕВ21/ЖЮД, pages 5 and k). 

Dr Togba haá asked for further information on sports medicine。 He would draw 

his attention to docment EB2l/6l^ distributed severo,! days previously，where it was 
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stated/ inter alia厂 that nwadays the traditional modes of living were undergoing rapid 

change as a result of industrialization^ mechanization and especially automation. The 

physical effort involved in all human occupations vas sharply declining. At the same 

time the situation in regard to the incidence of many diseases had radically changed. 

Statistical studies had shovm that certain coronary heart diseases vere becoinming more 

frequent and also ccrning to constitute the most common cause of death in population 

groups of sedentary occupation» gonsequently
;
 physical work seemed to have become an 

Important public health factor； and various aspects of that factor as operating in 

present-day society vere vorthy of careful study• 

Parallel with indus tr iali z ati on ̂ more and more of the vorlâis population vere 

beginning to participate actively in varieras forms of1 sport as a means of satisfying an 

instinctive urge for motion in nan� к number of клеша medical problems were associated 

with sports and athletics, as for instance the influence of such activities on： healthy 
t • 

including mental health，and longevity0 Public health was also concerned vith the 

.prevention of accidents occurring in sports activities� •‘•：".” 

Some of the points raised at the ninth meeting might be accounted for by the fact 

that some members of the Board had apparently not received- the relevant documentatipn on 

non -governmental organizations (documents EB2l/NGO/:L, 2 and. 3)。 He understood that the 

documents in question had been despatched to the Board members in October 1957Í but in 

at least two cases, he vas informed, they had not. reached their destination. 

Pull information on the Fédération Internationale de Médecine Sportive was given 

in document EB21/KG0/3 0 Consideration of the first request of the Fédération for 

official relationship in 19^8 had Ъееп deferred pending the receipt of further infor-

mation on its development. A subsequent communication frcm its Secretary-General, 
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putting forvard material reasons for reconsideration of the request, was reproduced in 

the document, as veil as the relevant part of the debates of the Committee on Programrie 

and Budget* of the Ninth World Health Assembly on medicine as related to sport. The 

trend of that discussion, had been favourable to the admission of the Fédération into 

official relationship with WHO» The Standing Committee in its consideration of the 

application^ had given veight to developments over the past decade in regard to the 

influence of sport on health in general^ and in particular on mental health• A further 

decisive feature in reaching its decision had been the Interest shown by the Governments 

of Denmark, Finland^ Norway and Sweden in the inclusion of sports medicine in WHCMs 

programme of work. 

The Standing Committee ‘ s recommendation in regard to the International Union of 

bocal Authorities had been based chiefly on the nature and composition of that "body，and 

on its piiblic health activities
 #
 The Union was composed of national associations of 

local authorities and individual local authorities• Its general purposes were to 

promote local autoncmy； to contribute towards the Improvement of local administration； 

to study questions concerning the life and activities of local authorities and the 

welfare of the citizens； and to promote the idea of the participation of the population 

in civic affairs. While those purposes might be considered of marginal interest to WHO, 

a factor of importance was that the Union had set up a public health ccmmittee early in 

1957
;
 following the meeting of a study group under the auspices of the Regional Office 

for Europe
 t
 The cccimittee in question had already staxted a preliminary investigation 

on aspects of public health and environmental sanitation which were of concern to local 

authorities• 
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By reason of the fact, too，that the Regional Office for Europe and the Union had 

already collaborated in the holding of a joint meeting, the Union met one of the criteria 

he had mentioned above for admission into relationship. Another factor influencing the 

Standing Committee^s decision had been that the Union, according to a member of the 

Executive Board
7
 had wide opportunities for publicizing WHO

1

 s work. 

No doubt the fact that he had not received the relevant documentation accounted for 

Dr Jafar
!

s question，at tiie ninth meeting, on the International Fertility Association, 

The Head Office of that association was in Buenos Aires； it vould be seen frcm document 

EB2l/NG0/l that it had a wide representation throughout the world
 t
 Its general purposes 

included: unification and orientation of sterility studies； and prcauotion of scientific 

research into involuntary conjugal sterility, regardless of frontiers
f
 To that end the 

Association organizeâ three-yearly international congresses in various parts of the 

world
;
 bringing together its members and others interested in the problems of sterility. 

The Board vould no doubt be interested to know that the members of the Association vere 

mostly vell-lmovn gynaecologists, thus giving good grounds for regarding it as a 

reputable body
e
 The secondary functions of the Association vere set out on page 3 of 

document EBQl/'NGO/l, and its background history 011 page 7, 

The factors influencing the Standing Committee in reccmmending the Organizationí в 

admission into relations included: its reputable membership (document EB2l/lîG0/l夕 

pages 5 and 6) ； and its important work on the mental health and other pviblic health 

aspects of involuntary conjugal sterility. 
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He called the В oar dis attention to the list of non-govermentaX organizations vhich 

had applied for official relations and which were not in official relations with Щ0, as 

distributed by the Director-General for the information of the members (document 

EB2l/wp/l5), In each case the relevant reason for postponing or refusing applications 

was given anfl he envmierated one or two examples. 

The working principles governing the admission of non"governmental organizations 

into relations with WHO (Basic Doctaaents, 8th edition, page 66) had Ъееп given âue veigtit 

Ъу the Standing Committee in iáie discharge of its functions. Por all the reasons he 

had enumerated, the Standing Ccmmittee had decided to recommend that the International 

Fertility Association, the International Union of Local Authorities,, and the Fédération 

Internationale de Médecine Sportive Ъе admitted into official relations with WHO. It 

submitted a draft resolution in that sense for the Board»s consideration. 

The CHAJRMAJN thanked Dr Diaz-CoUer for the information he had given； he invited 

the Deputy Director-General to answer the point raised about the non-receipt of documen-

tation for the Board's session, 

Dr DOBOLLE， Deputy Director-General, observed that it had Ъееп with seme surprise 

and much regret that the Secretariat had heard of the non-arrival of certain documentation 

sent out in advance to the Board^s members. According to the records of the United 

Nations Distribution Service - vhich also served WHO as a part of the common services 

at the Palais âes Nations - documents EB2l/NG0/l, 2 and 3 had been received for dispatch 

on October 1957, with the request that they Ъе sent off not later than 18 October. 

The documents had eventually been dispatched a few days late on 25 October 1957: Ъу 
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registered printed matter airmail to Dr Hafez Amin, Dr Baquerizo^ Dr El-Chatti, 

Dr Faquir!, Dr Hyde, Dr Jafar, Dr Lakshmanan, Dr Metcalfe^ Dr Moore, Dr Regala, 

Dr Siri, Dr Togba and Dr Zozayaj and by registered printed matter surface mail to 

Professor Canaperia, Sir John Charles, Professor Pesonen and Dr da Silva Travassos» 

The Secretariat would be glad to know which of the members named had not received 

those documents in order that the United Nations Distribution Service might take the 

necessary steps to institute inquiries• 

Dr SIRI stated that he had received the documents in question and had found them 

of use in connexion Kith the request of the International Fertility Association for 

admission into official relations with Wffi • The President of the Association, the 

headquarters of which were in Buenos Aires, had taken occasion to give him some 

specific information on the Association's work, as те 11 as passing on to him a number 

of its publications. 

Dr TOGBA asked whether he could have soine clarification of the relationship 

between the proposal of Denmark,, Norway and Sweden to the effect that WH3 should 

include sports medicine in its programme of work and the recommendation of the 

Standing Committee that the Fédération Internationale Médecine Sportive be admitted 

into official relations, 

Dr DCEOLLE, Deputy Director-General, said it was mere coincidence that the t*wo 

matters were on the agenda of the same meeting of the Board• There was no direct 

relationship between the two. 

Decisions The draft resolution recommended by the Standing Committee on Non-
governmental Organisations in section 1 of its report (document EB21/63) was 
unanimously adopted• 
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Dr DIAZ-COLLEE stated that the Standing Committee had. further examined the 

information made available by the Director-General on the question of the biennial 

review of non-governmental organizations in official relations with WHO (document 

EB2iyiîG0/4). On the basis of that information, the Standing Committee had decided 

to recommend to the Board the resolution in section. 2 of its report. 

Decision: The draft resolution in section 2 of the Committee's report was 
unanimously adopted. 

Dr DIAZ-GOIiLER stated that the Standing Committee, in the course of its biennial 

review of the relations with the forty-three non-governmental organizations in official 

relations vdth ¥Ю, had come to the conclusion that at the present stage of the 

Organization
1

 s development a period of two years for such a review appeared to be too 

short for any long-term appreciation of the co-operation thus maintained. No 

significant developments could necessarily be expected "within such a period. Further-

more, in view of the diversity of the aims, structures, methods of work and activities 

of those non-goverraiental organizations, and their inter-relation m t h the work of ¥Ю, 

a longer period would make it easier to f o muíate an opinion on the part played by each 

of them, in the Organization's activities - an essential factor for determining, in ^ 

each individual case, the desirability of maintaining official relations. 

The Committee had also taken into consideration the fact that the non-governmental 

organizations, at each review, supplied a substantial amount of information. While 

appreciating the co-operative spirit thus shown, the Coiranittee had realized that the 

practice constituted ал unnecessary burden on the -voluntary organizations when 
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reviewed every second year. It accordingly believed that the period of review should 

be lengthened and suggested as suitable a review every four years, and, in section 3 

of its report, had reoommended a resolution in that sense. 

Decision: The Board adopted the draft resolution proposed in section 3 of the 
Committee

f

s report• 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed Mr Gaiicharnaud^ representative of the World Veterans 

Federation, who was in attendance at the meeting, and invited him to make a statement• 

Mr GUICHARNAUD (World Veterans Federation) expressed the appreciation of the 

Federation for the interest shown in its work by the Executive Board in admitting it 

to official relations with WHO. From the time it was granted official status, the 

Federation had made every endeavoxir to collaborate actively in programmes of joint 

interest. To that end, it had been represented at World Health Assonblies and 

meetings of the Executive Board, as well as at the meetings of the Regional‘ Committee 

for Europe, WHO, for its part, had sent a representative to the Federation's General 

Assemblies and to a conference on Asiatic affairs held in Geneva in April 1957• 

In the sphere of technical assistance, the Federation had helped in the drawing up 

and execution of national programmes on rehabilitation and health education, in 

collaboration with the United Nations and the specialized agencie s • ГЬ regarded WHO 

as the co-ordinating agency for all medical work in those programmes. Again, in 

collaboration -with the United Nations，the Federation maintained experts in a ntmiber of 

countries, including an orthopaedic surgeon and a nurse working in Indonesia, and 
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physiotherapists in Bombay and in Egypt. The Federation hoped it would be possible 

for WHO to take an active and direct part iri the execution of the programmes in question. 

The two organizations had also collaborated in certain conferences and study 

groups. One of the most recent examples had been a study group on rehabilitation for 

countries of Asia and the Far East, which had been held in Indonesia in August and 

September 1957. About the same time, a study group on the vocational rehabilitation 

of the tuberculous had taken place in France. 

The Federation welcomed with great satisfaction the scheduled meeting in 1958 of 

a WB3 committee of experts on medical rehabilitation» In accordance with the 

expressed wishes of the Federation^ last General Assembly, held in Berlin In October 

and November 1957/ the Secretariat of the Federation would be glad to offer its help 

and collaboration to WHO in Implementing any recommendations that might come out of 

the meeting. ГЬ was itself organizing a meeting of experts in 1958 on medical, 

vocational and social rehabilitation of the brain-injured, ^lich would take place in 

June in Helsinki, Finland, and would welcome WHO
1

 s help in that effort. 

Jx\ conclusion, he hoped that the corrbinuance of official relations between the 

two bodies would expand and grow in the future. 

The CHAIRMAN, thanking Mr Guicharnaud, remarie ed that the Board was acquainted 

with the very active work of the World Veterans Federation on rehabilitation and of 

its close collaboration in the WHO activities on that subject. 
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2. JOINT FAO/WHO EXPERT. COMMITTEE ON BRUCELLOSIS - THIED REPORT： 
Item 3 of the Supplementary Agenda (Document EB2l/3l) 

The CHAIRMAN invited Dr Kaul to introduce the report. 

Dr KAUL, Assistant D ire ct or -General, Department of Advisory Services
 ;
 stated that 

the report under review gave an account of the work of the Joint Committee at its 

third session. The report on the first session； held in 1950； (Technical Beport 

Series No. 57)，had dealt with the general problems in human and animal brucellosis 

throughout the world
 e
 Among other conclusions^ it stressed the need for obtaining 

greater uniformity in laboratory procedures for the diagnosis and typing of Brucella, 

and gave a detailed analysis of human therapy and methods for the control of the 

disease in animals. 

At its second session in 195
2

, the Joint Committee had reviewed the progress made 

in the two previous years, as well as the activities of the Joint PAO/WHO Brucellosis ' 

Centres that had been set up in different parts of the world (Technical Beport Series 

No. 67). 

At its third session, held after a lapse of five years in 1957 immediately 

following the Inter-American Congress on Brucellosis, the Joint Committee, in its 

report^ had brought up to date the data on human therapy^ and included reference to 

means of imnunization of population groups highly exposed to the disease. Advances 

in laboratory procedures for th© diagnosis and typing of Brucella had also Ъееп 

reviewed and a number of recommendations made. 

Particular attention had been paid in the report to Br. melltensls infection in 

sheep and goats, which constituted the greatest danger from the standpoint of trans-

mission of the disease to humana. The research carried out at the instance of FAO and 
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WHO in the past five years on that matter had been reviewed • The pathology of the 

disease in sheep and goats was still imperfectly understood. 

The Joint Committee recommended that certain selected vaccines， which had shown 

promise in control laboratory experiments, should be subjected to field trial. FAO and 

WHO were already making joint plans for carrying out the trial in selected countries. 

Lastly， the Joint Committee had carefully reviewed the work of the joint brucellosis 

centres and recommended that their activities should Ъе continued, for the next few 

years at least. A summary of the work of the centres vould Ъе found in the nzmex to 

the report. 

The CHAIRMAN invited Dr Aykroyd of PAO to make a statement. 

Dr AYKROYD (Pood and Agriculture Organization) stated that the work of the Joint 

Expert Committee on Brucellosis represented an important area of collaboration between 

УАО and WHO. The collaborative efforts of the two organizations on the subject had 

begun in 1950 and had been steadily maintained ever since. The work on brucellosis had 

been greatly assisted by the fifteen joint centres that were now functioning in different 

parts of the world, as would be seen from the summary of their work given in Annex 1 

to the report • 

Since the second session of the Joint Committee in 1952，emphasis in the work had 

been laid on the problem of Br. melltensIs in sheep and goats . PAO, in collaboration 

with WHO, had sponsored both research and field work, the object of which was to enlarge 

the knowledge of diagnostic methods and means of controlling the infection. That form 

of brucellosis was a 6erious economic and public health problem in many countries, and 

more especially in parts of the Eastern Mediterranean and Latin America. During the 

past five years
;
 FAO had allocated considerable funds， as well as staff, for study of 

the problem, directed more especially to the development of a suitable vaccine. Those 
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studies had been carried out principally in the joint brucel los i s centres in the 
* 

United Kingdom aad Tunisia, and in the United States of America， Berkeley, Ca l i forn ia . 

FAO took s a t i s f a c t i o n in the f ac t that , as a re su l t of. that work, promising 

vaccines had been, developed and were now ready for f i e l d t r i a l . That opened the 
« 

prospect for an e f f ec t ive attack on the disease in the economically le s s developed 

countries, which up to now had been unable to make any appreciable progress towards 

eliminating the problem. 

He vould add that the two organizations ver© also working jo int ly on milk hygiene； 

the s a t i s f a c t o r y control of brucel los i s was closely connected vith the quantity and 

qual i ty of the milk supply. The action to secure an improvement of the milk supply, 

throughout the world, both in quantity and in qual i ty , constituted one of PAO^ most 

important Interests • 

A further joint ac t iv i ty scheduled for 1958 vas the meeting of a joint expert 

committee on zqonoses， to consider some of the other problems in zoonoses of interest 

to the work of both organizations . Jo int e f f o r t s in that part icular f i e l d were already-

established on a continuing bas i s and FAO looked forward with s a t i s f a c t i o n to further 

close collaboration in the future . 

Dr SIRI observed that the Board had l i s tened v i th great interest to the information 

given by Dr Aykroyd regarding the e f fec t ive and f r u i t f u l collaboration between FAO and 

WHO. The Regional Director for the Americas had spoken to the Board at an ea r l i e r 

meeting on the subject of "brucellosis апЛ în part icular had referred to the studies in 

progress at the present time at the Pan American Zoonoses Centre； h© had mentioned in 

that connexion the pos s ib i l i ty of collaboration between WHO and FAO. For his own 

information and as a matter of general interest to the other members} he would l ike to 

know vhat spec i f i c steps were envisaged to make the collaboration between the tvo 
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organizations .effective In the matter of the work of the Pan American Centre and in 

the utilization of its services • 

Thè Board would recall that the.Centre was located in a stock-raising area where 

bruce1los is constituted one of the most important of the zoonoses found. He was sure, 

too, that in referring to Latin America, Dr Aykroyd had had in mind the widespread 

nature of that disease throughout South America• 

What he would like to know was whether any concrete steps were being taken to 

co-ordinate the work of the two organizations in order to make fuller use of the Pan 

American Zoonoses Centre and its potentialities. 

Professor CANAPIHIA said he had noted with great interest the efforts of WHO and 

PAO to develop a satisfactory vaccine for immunization of man against brucellosis
 # 

The development of such a vaccin© was of tremendous importance and had so far proved 

a most intractable problem. In that connexion, he wondered whether research vorkere 

had been able to develop methods for distinguishing between the natural antibodies of 

the disease and the antibodies produced by vaccine in animals• He would like to have 

some information 011 any advances in that direction that had been made
 é 

To some extent the report under review incorporated relevant material from the two 

previous reports . He accordingly vondered whether WHO could not publish in one volume 

the main items of all three reports
;
 so as to provide a full picture of the work аз a 

whole and eliminate the need for referring to the earlier reports. 

Dr KAUL， answering the points raised, stated that the co-operation instituted 

between FAO and WHO in regard to brucellosis was working satisfactorily both in field 

activities and research Ъу the joint brucellosis centres. The Pan American Zoonoses 

Centre in Argentina was already closely associated with WHO in this work and co-operation 

would be maintained in any new activities to Ъе midertaken Ъу the Centre• 
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He was not sure that he had understood professor Canaperia rs intention in regard 

to the Joint Committee ^ reports t The third report purported to "bring up to date the 

body of knowledge on the subject and was complete in i t s e l f . The e a r l i e r reports 

merely covered the s i tuat ion up to the time of their preparation. 

Dr KAPLAN̂  Chief> Veterinary Public Health Sect ion/ sa id the question of 

d i f fe rent ia t ing between antibodies due to vaccine and those due to natural infection 

had been a constant preoccupation in the work on b r u c e l l o s i s . No absolutely re l i ab le 

techniques had as yet been developed in respect of bovine "brucellosis where the vaccine 

U3©d was the l iv ing Stra in 19• Certain t e s t s on milk whey served to give some 

indication; the reaction of an animal to those t e s t s vould be posi t ive in most 

instances where a natural infection vas present� Besearch on the problem vas s t i l l 

continuing； and there were hopes that re l i ab le techniques would shortly be evolved. 

The d i f f i c u l t y of incorporating previous findings in their l a t e s t reports ves one 

that was met by a l l expert committees engaged in continuing vork. The Joint Committee 

had made every e f f o r t to make i t s third report self-contained； however^ i t was intended 

to attempt to produce in a s ingle report a comprehensive review of the whole subject at 

the next meeting of the Jo int Committee. 

Dr SIRI said that i t would appear from Dr Kaul's remarks that no spec i f i c steps 

were contemplated for co-ordinating the work on "brucellosis or for closer collaboration 

in that work with the Pan American Zoonoses Centre. The f ac t that the Centre had 

been in operation for one year billy might part ly accoimt for the lack of action； but 

there had s t i l l been time, he thought ; for cons ido ring "what steps should be taken in 

the matter. 
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There were economic and soc ia l implications of importance in a l l the zoonoses } 

and their repercussion on the standards of l iv ing and health of under-developed peoples, 

such as vere found in some parts of Latin America was well-known. Bruce11osis i t s e l f 

was very widespread throughout South America and vas the cause of substantia l economic 

loss to the stock-breeding industry. I t was therefore not unreasonable to ask that 

WHO should take a l l the necessary steps to e s tab l i sh close collaboration with the 

Pan American Centre in i t s work on "brucellosis，so as to make the t e s t use of the 

excellent technical f a c i l i t i e s i t o f fered. 

Professor CANAPES.IA thanked Dr Kaul and Dr Kaplan for the information they had 

given. He had one additional question to ask: had any evidence been forthcoming in 

laboratory research that would support the hope that vaccination of humans with Stra in 

19 might Ъе e f fec t ive in areas where the disease was r i f e ? 

Dr KAPLAN stated that WHO was encouraging research on a k i l led vaccine for 

immunization of man against b ruce l lo s i s . A l iving vaccine had been widely used in 

the Soviet Union, where several million persons had been vaccinated. WHO had studied 

the reports issued，vhich made great claims for the vaccine. The s t ra in used in that 

vaccine could not Ъе d i f ferent ia ted from the Stra in 19， which evidence showed could 

produce severe reaction and i l lnes s in humans . In face of that evidence^ the experts 

were very hesitant to pass a posi t ive judgement on the vaccine . WHO was already in 

touch, by correspondence, vi th workers in the Soviet Union, and hoped shortly to a n ange 

personal contact so as to get more f irst-hand information. The Soviet Union was the 

only country in the world using such a vaccine, I t was hoped to have a comprehensive 

report 011 the subject ready for the next meeting of the Jo int Committee • 
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Dr TOGBA asked for some information on the work being carried out by WHO on milk 

pasteurization. Was world-wide accept алее of pasteurization instead of the grading 

of milk imminent? He was asking for that information because he noted that the Joint 

Committee mentioned research on the transmission of brucellosis to humans through 

pasteurized milk. 

Dr KAPL/Ш stated that the Expert Committee on Milk Hygiene had very strongly 

condemned the use of unpasteurized milk. In the past IJNI2EF, in collaboration with 

FAO and WHO had assisted a number of countries in installing pasteurization plants
; 

so as to obviate th© need for the existing custom of selling raw milk for human 

consumption. The custom of grading milk vas becoming increasingly limited in extent； 

where it was still carried out, it was for local economic purposes. 

WHO
?

s general objective was to encourage the production of heat-treated milk 

(sterilization or pasteurization), as a means of éliminâting the transmission of certain 

diseases through milk (paragraph 5 of the report)• 

The DIRECTOB -GENERAL^ noting that Dr S ir i vas not entirely satisfied with Dr Kaul
1

 s 

answer, stated that any blame there might Ъе for lack of co-operation between FAO and 

WHO with regard to the Pan American Zoonoses Centre lay with WHO. The Secretariat 

was engaged in studying ways and means whereby that Centre might work in closer 

co-operation with РАО. 

Decision: ‘The Board adopted a resolution noting the Third Report of the 
Joint FAO/WEO Expert Committee on Brucellosis

}
 thanking the members of the 

Cominittee and expressing appreciation to" FAO, and authorizing publication 
of the report. 
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Dr METCALFE wished to ra i se a general point on expert committee reports . He 

vould l ike to know the s p e c i f i c object of submitting those reports to the Board. 

The intention seemed to be that the Board should note the reports and authorize their 

publication. The general discussions that took place on the subject matter merely 

took up time without adding anything to the expert opinions reproduced in the reports , 

The CHAIRMAN invited comments on the point raised by Dr Metcalfe. 

Dr DIAZ-COLLER "believed that； in order to authorize publication, the Board was 

obliged under the regulations on expert committees to discuss and approve the reports . 

The object of such discussions was simply to ascertain whether the reports contained 

general principles of public health administration and not purely technical opinions. 

The members of the Board were not in general qual i f ied to pass judgement on a l l the 

wide variety of technical matters dealt with Ъу expert committees. Moreover, most 

of the Board members received the documentation too la te to give time for consultation 

with their national experts . On the other hand, the general principles of public 

health administrât ion de f in i t e ly came within the Board's purview and i t should continue 

to ensure that the expert committee reports re f lec ted broad views and the policy of 

the Organization. He accordingly favoured maintenance of the present procedure as 

ent ire ly appropriate. 

The CHAIRMAN, relinquishing the chairmanship to Dr El-Chatti , conveyed his thanks 

and appreciation to the members for the tolerance shown to him in his conduct of the 

proceedings• 
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Dr El-Chatti then took the chair. 

3* EXPERT COMMITTEE ON THE INTERNATIONAL PHARMACOPEIA - FIFTEENTH REPORT; 
item 4 of the supplementary agenda (document EB21/59) 

Dr TIMMERMAWN, Assistant Director-General, Department of Central Technical Services, 

said that the main topics examined by the Expert Committee in its fifteenth report had 

been： the monographs to be included in the supplement to volumes I and II of the 

Pharmaoopoea Internationalis in the light of various comments received j specifications 

for reagents ； problems arising from the rapidly increasing number of new pharmaceutical 

preparations being placed on the market and the possibility of publishing individual 

specifications as rapidly as possible and making them available to public health 

authorities and pharmacopoeia commissions etc
#
 without waiting for publication of the 

Pharmaoopoea Internationalis itself, which appeared at long intervals, and finally 

problems connected with the second edition of the Pharmaoopoea Internationalis• 

The CHAIRMAN，observing that the Expert Committee
1

 s report would not be published 

sinoe the material would be included in the Fharmacopoea Internationalis, proposed th© 

following draft resolutionj 

The Executive Board 

1. NOTES the fifteenth report of the Expert Committee on th© 
International pharmacopeia； and 

2» THANKS the members of th© Expert Committee for their work. 

Dr AMIN asked what decision had been reached, if any, on the important questions 

of publishing separately specifications of new pharmaceuticals as quickly as possible 

after their appearance on the market. 
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Dr TIMMERMANN replied that the question was under study as he had indicated. 

Decision; The draft resolution was adopted. 

4. INCLUSION OF SPORTS MEDICINE IN THE PROGRAME OF WHO (ITEM PROPOSED BY THE 
GOVERNMENTS OF БЕЮШК, FINIAND, NDRWAÏ AND SWEDEN) : Item 7 of the Supplementary 
Agenda (Document EB21/61) 

Dr KAUL,, explaining the background to the proposal by the Governments of Denmark, 

Finland, Norway and Sweden (document EB21/61)
 9
 said that a similar proposal on physical 

training had been put forward by Bulgaria at the First World Health Assembly, Sub»-

sequently the Executive Board had adopted the Director-General< s proposal to continue 

the collection of scientific information on physical training from appropriate sources, 

including governments and competent non- go ve r nrae nt al organizations, with a view to the 

possible integration of the subject into the Organization's prograirane for 1950. At 

its third session, the Board had noted the progress made in the collection of inf orr丨îation 

and had decided to place the item on the agenda of the Second World Health Assei^ibXy 

which, in its turn, had requested the Director-General to proceed with the collection 

of information and to hold consultations with experts with a view to submitting a 

programme to the subsequent Health Assembly, The latter, after studying the information 

submitted, had asked the Director-General to postpone further action on a prograinme 

in the field of physical trainirç (resolution WHA3»32) • Since then no further discussions 

had taken place except that the Expert Committee on School Health Services which had 

met in 1950 had indicated in its report (Technical Report Serie s No. 30) that the 

physical education of children of school age "contributes to better growth and physical 

development¡ offers an outlet to the children
1

 s urge to muscular activity, helps to 

promote muscular co-ordination and good posture, and to iirprove general physical fitness
11

 • 
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Now that the International Federation of Sports Medicine had been admitted to 

official relationship with WHO, some infonoation could be expected from that Federation 

as part of the normal exchange requirements. 

The CHAIRMAN found the proposal a most interesting one because of the intimate 

relationships between health and physical education. 

Professor PESONEN confirmed that it was a pure coincidence that the Fédération 

Internationale de Médecine Sportive had applied for official relationship with WHO at 

the same time as the submission of the present proposal. He reminiod members of the 

objective laid down in Article 1 of the Constitution and of tho principle in its 

preamble that "health is a state of confíete physical, mental and social well-being and 

not merely the absence of disease or infirmity"• Gymnastics and physical exercises 

were one of the best methods of attaining and preserving a state of health and were 

widely practised in most schools throughout the world, the exrphasis now having veered 

more towards outdoor games and athlatics. On leaving school, young people still remained 

interested in sport as -игего also adults and the olderly. Sport satisfied the human 

instinctive desire for motion, was extreraoly inportant for mental health, and was one of 

the methods used for treating the mentally ill. It deserved particular attention in 

the modern world whore certain diseases were found to be most common in those occupations 

requiring the least physical effort. It also had a bearing on various medical problems 

such as those associated with longevity and the prevention of accidents. Sports 

medicine was developing into an accepted branch of medicine and inany aspects of it 

were already under continuous study in mmerous research institutes throughout the 

world. Several countries were publishing periodicals on the subject, There was clearly 
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room for WHO to give a lead in stimulating and guiding research and seeing that its 

results were applied• A contrehensive study of the subject demanded close co-operation 

between the Organization and the institutions concornedj since sports medicine 

represented a new approach to the problem of promoting public health and research on it 

could yield results with widespread implications for an increasingly industrialized 

society. 

The problem had been raised in the Committee on the Prograirune and Budget at the 

Ninth Health Assembly by Dr Mellbye of Norway who had referred to the re с опию ndat ion
 y 

made by the conference on sport and health held in connexion with the Winter Olyxrpic 

Games in 1952，that >ПЮ should convene a expert committee to analyse the health aspects 
« 

of sport. He had pointed out that the numbèr of people engaged in sports of various 

kinds was increasing to such an extent that it was beginning to influence the health 

of entire populations, but that in his country
1

 s experience the influence was not always 

beneficial. On that same occasion, Professor Canaperia had said that public health 

administrators might well pay more attention to tho subject and had supported the 

delegate of Norway. Dr Hyde had suggested that, as the iinportance of the relations 

between sport and medicine would vary from region to region, the subject should first 

be discussed at the regional level. But the fact that all countries took part in the 

01yirç>ic Games seemed to suggest that the problem was of world-wide importance. 

He hoped the Board would consider the proposal of the four governments and would 

recommend that an expert committee Ъе convened to study how sport could assist in 

iirçroving and preserving health, and what could be done to prevent any detrimental 

effects. 
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Professor CANÍiPSRIil, supporting the proposal, warmly endorsed Professor Pesonen
 !

s 

remarks and the considerations he had put forward in support of his case. 

If the proposal were accepted, the best procedure might be to assemble such data 

as was available with the help of the Fédération Internationale and then perhaps to set 

up an expert committee to examine the problem and suggest some guiding lines for a 

practical action by WHO. 

Dr JAFAR said that the subject was an extremely iirçortant one and was intimately 

related to health problems but it required careful examination. Personally, he would 

wish to know with far greater precision exactly what the authors of the proposal had had 

in mind. Generally speaking^ projects undertaken by WHO involved its providing advice 

and arranging for supplies, through UNICEF. He therefore felt that the Board should 

consider what positive steps were envisaged rather than the theoretical aspects of the 

matter• 

Dr METCALFE expressed some alarm at the proposal. The benefits of physical education 

for the young were well-known but he wondered precisely whnt was meant by "sports 

medicine
11

 • Ha presured that it must be the physiological study of the effect of sports on 

health. The Fédération Inte m a t ianalo de Médecine Sportive had just boon admit tod to 

official relationship with WHO and perhaps it would be prudent to ascertain what could 

be done by that body ЪеГогэ WHO undertook anything definite. 

Dr REGALA said that, although almost entirely ignorant of the subject, he could 

appreciate from Professor Pesonon^s statement the positivo contribution sport could 

make to health, as well as the risks it might entail. He wondered whotheг some of the 

medical and public health problems involved were not already being examined in the 
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context of other pro ject s . He had in mind, for example, those relat ing to the 

prevention of accidents and to mental health. 

Dr MOOHE associated himself with Dr Metcalfe 's remarks• 

The CHAIRMAN, observing that i t appeared to be the Board1 s wish that the 

Di re сtor-General should study the problem and report to the Board, suggested the 

following dra f t resolution: 

The Executive Board 

Noting the proposal made by Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden, for the 
inclusion of Sports Medicine in the progress of WHO; and 

Noting that a proposal on physical training has been considered by previous 
Health Assemblies and Executive Board sess ions , and that the Third World Health 
Assembly requested the Director-General to postpone further action in the 
establishment of a programme in the f i e l d of physical training, 

REQUESTS the Director-General: 

(a ) to undertake a study on the nature of the programme that can be developed 
in th i s f i e l d in the l i ght of the discussion which took place in the Board; 

(b) to submit a preliminary report to the Eleventh World Health Assembly. 

Dr JAPAR said that before entrusting such a considerable task to the Director-

General the Board must have a c learer picture of the kind of programme envisaged. 

Professor PESONEN said that , as a f i r s t step, the Director-General would need the 

help of experts and more detai led information on what was already being done, 

Dr METCALFE asked whether the dra f t resolution implied that the Director-Oeneral 

was authorized to convene an expert committee. 
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The СНШМАЫ said it did not 等 He asked Dr Jafar whether he had any definite 

proposal to make» 

Dr JàFAR said that he was not in a position to make a proposal; all he had sought 

to emphasize was thé need to know more clearly what the authors of the proposal were 

contemplating» Hitherto physical education had been the responsibility of Ministries 

of education and governments had^ in some instances^ helped with the provision of 

equipmentt Was WHO to enter into some commitment to supply equipment or not? 

Professor CANAPERIA said that there appeared to be two alternative courses of 

actior^ Either WHO could help in training programmes for physical training instructors 

and^ through UNICEF, with the prevision of supplies； or it could study the possibility 

ci accident prevention and the supervision of and guidance to young people taking up 

sports It should be borne in mind that efforts were sometimes made to improve the 

physical and mental health of communities Ъу encouraging sport. The Direetor-General 

might well be asked to study the matter to ascertain what practical role WHO could play 

and report back to the Health Assembly or the Boards He therefore supported the draft 

resolution» 

Professor РЁЗШЕИ said that it m s essential first to examine carefully what was 

being done by existing organizations and that inquiry would show what had to be done 

and how. 

Dr MOORE said that he oould support the draft resolutiiu on the understanding that 

the Direotor-General would first consult the Fédération Internationale de Médecine 

Sportive and report on the basis of the information obtained to the Assembly or the Board 

ЪЛ before finally voting in favour of the draft raeolution he would require farther 
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information as to -whether any expenditure was contemplated^ the convening of an 

expert committee which, if proposed at the present stage, he would oppose. The subject 

•was fraught with difficulties ； some experience of it had been gained In Canada where 

the division of physical education wittiln the Department of Health arñ Welfare had been 

suppressed夕 reinstated^ and was now ргоЬаЬДу again to be suppressed^ 

In vie-w of the urgent needs 1л other domains WHO should exercise great caution 

before embarking on any fresh expenditure» 

Dr HÏDE suggested that the Director^-General should report to the twenty-third 

session of the Board rather than to the Eleventh Health kssQmbly
>
 there being so little 

tiim for proper study by that date, 

Dr TOGBâ. agreed •with Dr Moore. Miile he had no great objection to the subject 

(though he would like a further explanation of what type of programme the sponsors had 

in mind)^ he must emphasize that there were тагу more important health problems calling 

ior immediate attentioru Funds were limited and he doubted whether any ought to be 

diverted for such subjects as sports medicine^ on -which nor>-governmentaX organizations 

could supply all the necessary infoimation
0
 He could not take any stand on the draft 

resolution until he had been given more definite information on what was ejected from 

ШЮ, 

The СШШШЛ observed that the Directoi^General vas only being asked in the draft 

resolution to stxidy the nature of the proyecte 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERàl said that, as he understood the draft resolution, he would be 

required, after consultation with the Fédération Internationale de Médecine Sportive, 

some national organizations and perhaps certain governraerrfcs in idiose countries spoarte 

medio ins was more advanced, to oonsider what kind of programme could be undertaken by 

Ш0 in this new field and to report to the kssesmbJy or io the next session if the Board. 

I、did not veiy much matter vhl»h sijace he Resumed the proposal would be put forward 

again at the Elevervth World Health Assembly• In either case the Secretariat would be 

required to provide some information, the prepmratiem of which would, have to begin now, 

as the Board followed inmediately upon the Assembly. 

He assured Dr Moore that there was no suggestion in the draft resolution of 

convening an expert committee ； any study however would inevitabJy cost money, -tixere 

being no officer at headquarters at üie moment qualified to undertake the ttók. 

Hence some direct or Indirect expenditure would be unavoidable. 

Dr da Silva TRiiVASSOS believed the Direoijor^Generalb study should be comprehensive 

and should embrace physical education as well as sports medicine• 

Dr KA.UL said that it was first necessazy to define the scope of the concept of 

sports medicine and whether it included physical education a ni sport hazards. The 

proposal had only just been received so that the Director-General had not had time to 

analyze it. 

Professor PESONEN, supporting the draft resolution, pointed out that it proposed 

the usual course of action when broaching an important public health problem. 4t all 

events the proposal by the four governments would be submitted again in the Health 

Âssemb^. 
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參 ’ ‘ . . 、 

Dr JAFAR asked whether Dr Kaul had meant that the scope' of the proposal was to be 

defined by the Director-General or Ъу the Board. 

Dr KA.UL said that as the Director-General had had no time to prepare aiçr 

suggestio.ns on the. extent and scope of the study，he would have appreciated the views 

of the Board. 

4t ihe request of Dr Jafar the GH4IRM4N put the draft resolution to the vote. 

Decisions ©ie draft resolution was adopted by 11 votes to none, • 
with 4 abstentions « 

CONFIRMkTIDN OF Ш'^МШБ TO STi^FF RULES» Item 8.9 of the agenda 
.(Document EB21/40) ...... 

Mr S3EGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

said that the report (document EB21/40) explained the major changes in the further 

Implementation of the revised system of salaries, allowances and benefits resulting 

from the recommendations of the United Nations Review Committee and also gave several 

minor editorial changes coi^equential on earlier revisions of substance. The changes 

were submitted to the Board for confirmation in accordance with the provisions of Staff 

Regulation 12,2. 

ks explained in the report, the provisions concerning lengevity steps which had 

been considered and approved by the Board at its nineteenth session had not yet been 

juTiplemented because the United Nations General ¡kssembüy had decided at its twelfth 

session to authorise two additional steps for grade 15 only, whereas such steps had been 

recommended from grade PI to grade P4 by the executive heads of the specialized agencies. 
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The Dirsctor-Qeœral had not altered his view and for that reason was not willing at 

the present tine to implert^nt the General Assembly
1

 s decision, which would be studied 

again duriiig the present year and on which a report would subsequently be submitted to 

the Board. 

Professor CANÔJERIÛ. asked what had be>en the reason for the General Assembly's 

decision. 

Mr SIEŒL said that the Seoretaiy-General of the United Nations had not recommended 

the solution adopted by the General Assembly, but had opposed It. The solution had in 

fact originated in the recommendation of the Review Committee which had been supported 

by the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions* The recommenda-

tion, in the context of the general United Nations system of salary administration, had 

a different meaning for that organization than it had for the specialized agencies. 

The system reoommended by the Review Committee vas based on treaianent for staff in 

Grades PI - P2 and Grades F3 r* P4, different from that In VMO, where the Staff Rules 

clearly required differentiation betfon grades on the basis of duties and responslbi« 

lities » One element in the Review Commit tee's recommendation had been that Grade PI 

should only be used for the probationary period» a practice whioh could not be followed 

in Ш) for the reason stated. 

Deciaiont The Board adopted a decision confirming the amendments to 
the Staff Rules nade by the Director-General, and concurring in his 
decision to defer, for the time being, the application o|： lengevity steps... 
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6. TRÊJISFEES BETWEEN SECTIONS OF THE àJTBûVRTAllûli RÉSOLÛT 3DN POR 1957Í 
Item 3.1.1 of the Agenda (Document ЕВ2Д/32) 

. M r SIEGEL explained that iri compliance with Paragraidi VI of the ¿pptopariation 

Resolution for 1957> the Directo3>*General had reported in document EB2J/32 on the 

credits transferred between sections which he had been authorieed to make following 

correspondence withi members of the Board. 

к draft resolution, of the kind adopted in the páet on the same matter had been 

submitted for the Board^s consideration in section 5 of the report. 

Dr. JAFAJR asked why üie estimates had proved so far out as to necessitate transfers 

when the Board had been assixred at its last session by the Director-*GeneraX that the 

requisite funds were available. 

Mr. SIEŒL assumed that Dr Jafar was referring to the sums needed to cover pos"^-

adjustmeni» costs, following the Tenth ¥огДЛ Health jissembly
r

s decision to place Geneva 

in Class 2 for purposes of cos"b-of-living calculations. Speaking from memoxy, he 

believed that the DIrector-GeneraX had informed the Board that he would, need to obtain 

the necessary sums from the Working Capital Ftmd, which would be later reimbursed if 

savings were affected during the programme year. That had been done, as indicated in 

the rsport» 

DeoАяlorn The draft resolution In section 5 of document ЕВ2Д/32 
was adopted, 
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7. TRANSFERS BETWEEN SBCTDNS QF THE APPROPRIATION RESOLUTION FOR 1958: 
Item 3*1.2 of the Agenda (Document EB23/24) 

Mr S3EGEL> introducing document ЕВ2Д/24 concerning the transfers between sections 

of the 1958 Appropriation Resolution, said that since the Tenth World Health. Assembly^ 

and based on its decision with regard to the post-adjustment for Geneva, a number of 

transfers between sections of the impropriation Resolution had been necessary, and had 

indeed been ejected as a result of that decision» These, together with others that 

had proved necessary as a result of decisions on the proposed programme and budget for 

1958 were explained in dociment E B 2 V
2 4

 and summarized in the table at the end of -üiat 

document. They were submitted to the Board for approval. 

The СНА.ШЩЛ read out a resolution giving details of the transfers between 

api^-opriation. sections proposed by the Director—General
e 

Decision» The Board adopted the resolution concurring witb these treuisiers, 

Ihe meeting rose at 12.30 p
a
m» 


